INTRODUCTION
Simulation modeling of infectious disease spread allows identifying the most important routes of disease transmission, risk groups of the population and the main regularities of the epidemic process dynamics and on the basis of the data obtained to make the correct decision in conducting epidemiological surveillance [1] . In the last decade, several models of distribution of hepatitis B have been proposed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The most well-known models that are used for these purposes are the model SIR [7] , SEIRS [8] . We have developed a simulation model of diseases with multiple routes of infection transmission by example of hepatitis B using data from Kharkiv (Ukraine) [9] . However, the model took into account not all the factors influencing the epidemic process of hepatitis B. In order to eliminate these restrictions an improved model has been developed.
OBJECTIVE
Is to evaluate the model of diseases with multiple routes of infection transmission by the example of hepatitis B infection spreading
MATERIALS & METHODS
The nature, complexity and singularities in the behavior of the system make it necessary to use of simulation modeling [10] . A simulation model that is built on the basis of agent-based technology allows considering a lot of factors that affect the epidemic process, to detail agents' properties and to conduct experiments with a sufficiently large populations. Results of a simulation in the presence of an adequate model exposed to statistical analysis to get a response about the effectiveness of any changes in the system. The information technology has been developed to simulate the epidemic process.
We represent the agent as a set of properties: Set of states of the agent is determined beforehand and is a regular:
 Susceptible -agent is healthy (may be subject to contamination). In this case a healthy meant an agent which is susceptible to the disease epidemic simulated process.
 Exposed -agent underwent disease. This state represents the incubation period. During this time, the agent is not yet sick, but has a chance to transmit the infection.
 Infected -agent is sick. Agents in this state are the most likely source of infection for other agents.
 Convalescent -agent is recovering. This condition is characterized by periods when the symptoms have disappeared clinically, but the agent may still be a carrier of the disease and the source of infection. The presence of such a condition is typical for certain infectious diseases.
 Recovered -agent recovered (acquired immunity). Agents in this state are no longer subject to possible sick.
 Dead -agent dead because of old age or due to disease.
In the simulation such a phenomenon as the epidemic process, it is clear that participants may interact with each other not only in direct physical contact (eg, a disease transmitted by airborne droplets). Processing of such events is rather complicated, which leads to slow down the simulations process. In this paper we propose to simplify the consideration of infection, through the establishment of single cell accessories agents. This allows taking into account the possibility of interaction of agents and thus significantly reducing the loss of productivity.
To increase the granularity of the population in terms of its membership of conditional social groups were identified types of agents, which are presented as follows:
, , P t P -probability of a birth of specified type agent, hr P -The probability that the agent goes into the risk area in a healthy state, hh P -The probability that the agent will move in a healthy state to the "Hospital", sr P -The probability that the agent in the sick state goes into a risk area, sh P -The probability that the agent in the sick state will go to the "Hospital". 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
On the basis of improved modeling techniques a model of hepatitis B has been developed. A Flowchart of the agent transition to a new field is presented in Figure 1 . 
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the model improvement, it became more accurate and has improved its productivity. The simulation results allow predicting the incidence of hepatitis B in a given time in a particular area with regard to demographic characteristics and capabilities public health and other social conditions of the population.
